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In studying the effect of an order on non-associative systems such as loops 
or quasigroups, a natural question to ask is whether some order condition 
which implies commutativity in the group case implies associativity in the 
corresponding loop case. For example, a well-known theorem (Birkhoff, [1]) 
concerning lattice ordered groups states that if the descending chain condition 
holds for the positive elements, then the 1.0. group is actually a direct product 
of infinite cyclic groups with its partial order induced in the usual way by the 
linear order in the factors. It is easy to show (Zelinski, [6]) that a fully- 
ordered loop satisfying the descending chain condition on positive elements 
is actually an infinite cyclic group. In this paper we generalize this result and 
Birkhoff’s result, by showing that any lattice-ordered loop with descending 
chain condition on its positive elements is associative. Hence, any 1.0. loop 
with d.c.c. on its positive elements is a free abelian group. More generally, 
any lattice-ordered quasigroup in which bounded chains are finite, is isotopic 
to a free abelian group. These results solve a problem in Birkhoff’s Lattice 
Theory, 3rd ed. The proof uses only elementary properties of loops and 
lattices. 
1. LATTICE ORDERED LOOPS 
We will write loops additively with neutral element 0. The unique solution u 
of zc + a = b will be denoted by b - a and the unique solution v of a + ZJ = 6 
by --a + b. If we regard these two subtractions as further binary operations 
we obtain the additive version of the definition of a multiplicative loop in 
terms of multiplication and two division operations (see for example, [3], and 
for the additive notation, [4]). 
1 This work was supported in part by NSF Grant GP 6597 
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A lattice ordered loop is a loop with a partial order with respect to which 
it is a lattice and such that 
(i) x < y if and only if x + z < y f- z 
(ii) x < y if and only if x + x <. z $ y. 
These two conditions may be replaced by 
(iii) xs.yimpliesx+zdy-Czandz-I-Jr~~~z+y 
(3 x<yimpliesx-z.<y---and--z$x<---z+y. 
It follows immediately that 
(v) x .< y implies z - y < z - x and -y I- z < --x -!- z. 
There are many distributive laws linking the loop operations and the lattice 
operations. We give two as examples. 
(vi) (x v y) .f z = (x $- z) v (y t- z) 
(vii) x - (y A z) = (x - y) v (x - z). 
Toprove(vii),sinceyhz<y,y~z~<z,wehavex-(yIrz)>:-y 
and x - (y A z) 3 X - z by (v). Hence, x - (y A z) 2 (X - y) v (x - z). 
Conversely, if w >, x - y, wax-z, then wTy>x, w+z>x, 
y > -w + x, z 3 -w + x, by repeated use of (iii), (iv). Hence y A z 2 
-w -{ x. Then w -k (y A z) 3 x and w > x - (y A z), again by (iii), (iv). 
Hence, (x _- y) v (x - z) >, x - (y A z). 
From (vi), (vii) we obtain immediately 
(viii) {x - (x A y)} + y = X V y 
and hence, putting y = 0, 
(ix) x = (x v 0) + (x A 0). 
Also, from (viii), 
(x) if x A y = 0, then x + y = x v y. 
We call elements x, y orthogonal if x A y = 0. The collection of all elements 
orthogonal to some fixed element is closed under addition. This follows from: 
(xi) x A y = 0 and x A z = 0 imply x A (y + z) = 0. 
To prove this, note that x, y, z 2 0 and so x A (y -+ z) > 0. However, 
0 = {X -:- (X A 2)) A {y $ (X A Z)] = (X f X) A (X t Z) A (y +X) A (y -; Z) 
by repeated use of the distributivity of addition over meet. Hence, 
0 >, x A (y -+ z) and so x A (y + z) = 0. 
We will need frequently in the remaining sections, the covering properties 
which may hold in a 1.0. loop. The basic facts are as follows. 
(xii) If y covers x, then y + z covers x + z, z + y covers zr + x, 
y - .z covers x - z, and --z + y covers --z + x. 
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(xiii) If y covers X, then z - x covers z -y and --x + z covers 
-y+x. 
(xiv) The lattice in a 1.0. loop is distributive since x v y = x v x, 
xhy=xAzimply{x-(xAy))fy={x-(xAz)}+.Z={x-(xAy)}+z 
by (viii). Hence, by cancellation, y = z. 
We will use the above elementary properties of 1.0. loops without further 
comment. We will also take for granted the duals of the various properties. 
We note that the loop axioms, the lattice axioms and the distributive laws 
linking the loop operations and the lattice operations (two of which are given 
in (vi), (vii) and it is easy to write down the remainder) define the class of 
1.0. loops as a variety. 
We remark that much of what we have given in this introductory section 
is either mentioned or given as exercises in [2], p. 293. 
2. PROPERTIES OF THE ATOMS 
From now on, in the paper, we assume that L is a 1.0. loop with the 
descending chain condition on its positive elements. Then L contains minimal 
positive elements which we call positive atoms. We note that any two positive 
atoms are orthogonal. 
LEMMA2.1. Ifaisapositiveatu??zanda+a>x>O,the?tx==a. 
Proof. Since x > 0, by the d.c.c., x contains some atom. If x 3 a, then 
a f a > x > 0 implies a > x - a > 0. Hence x - a -7 0 and x = a. 
If x > b, where b is an atom different from a, then a -l- a > x implies 
(a -/- a) A b > x A 6. That is, 0 > b, a contradiction. 
LEMMA 2.2. If a, b are positive atoms and a I b > x > 0, then x = a 
orx=b. 
The proof is similar to that for Lemma 1 and we omit it. 
LEMMA 2.3. If a is a positive atom, 0 - a = -a + 0. That is, the left and 
right inverses of a are equal. 
Proof. Let u + a = 0. Now a + u covers II and so (a + U) + a covers 
u + a. Hence, (a + U) + a > 0. Furthermore, a + a = (a -+- (u -k a)) -!- a > 
(a -t U) + a. By Lemma 2.1, (a + U) + a = a and so a + u = 0. 
From now on, if a is a positive atom we will denote the unique element u 
such that u + a = a + tc = 0 by a; and call it a negative atom. Negative 
atoms are covered by 0 since 2 < x < 0 implies 0 = s + a < x + a < a. 
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Furthermore, any element u covered by 0 is a negative atom since 0 - u will 
cover 0 and so is a positive atom a. Hence u = -(0 - u) -k 0 = &. Thus, 
the negative atoms arc precisely the maximal negative elements (clearly any 
non-empty set of negative elements in L has a maximal element and the 
negative elements satisfy the a.c.c.). 
LEMMA 2.4. If a, b are positive atoms and a > x > 6, then x = 0 07 
x -= a + 6. 
Proof. First we note that if a = b, then a > x > a and so a -(- a > 
x -I- a > 0. Hence, by Lemma 2.1, x .J- a 7 a and x = 0. Assume then 
that a # b. If a > x > b; then a -I- b > x -i- b > 0. Hence x + b = a or 
x -1. b = b. If x + b z 6, then x == 0. This leaves the case x + b = a. 
Now a > (a + 6) > 6 and so Q -i- b > (a -+ 6) + b > 0. By Lemma 2.2 
(a + 6) -L b = a or (a + 6) + b .= b. But (a + 6) + b = b implies 
u-~~=O,u-b.Hence,wemusthave(u+6)+b=a.Sincexfb==u, 
by cancellation we have x = a + 6. 
3. THE POSITIVE AND NEGATIVE COXES 
The positive cone L+ of L is the set of all elements x & 0 and the negative 
cone L- is the set of all elements x < 0. 
If x is a positive element in L, then x > a, where a is some positive atom. 
If x > a, , then x - a, is positive and hence I - a, 2 a2 where uL is some 
positive atom. Continuing in this way, we obtain by the d.c.c. 
{... [(x - a,) - u2] . ..} - a,-, = a, 
where the ai are positive atoms. Then 
x = (0.. [(a, + aidI) i- at-21 + **.I + al - 
Hence,LT - (0) . g 1s enerated under addition by the positive atoms. Similarly, 
L- - {0} is generated under addition by the negative atoms. 
LEMMA 3.1. If a is a positive atom, then a generates a semigroup under 
addition. 
Proof. Let A be the groupoid generated by a under addition. We note 
first of all that if x is any element in A and b is any positive atom different 
from a, then by (xi) in Section 1, x A b = 0. Let x, y be any elements 
in A. Then a + x covers x and (a $-- x) + y covers x f y. Hence, 
{(a + x) f y} - (x $- y) covers 0. That is, 
(a+x)+y=b+(x+y) 
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where b is a positive atom. If b # a, then (~2 + X) $ y = b $ (X + y) 
implies {((L + X) -+ JJ} A b = {b + (X $ y)) A b or 0 = b, a contradiction. 
Hence, a belongs to the left nucleus2 of A and since a generates A, the left 
nucleus of A is all of A. That is, A is associative. 
LINMA 3.2. If CT is a negative atom, then CT generates a semigroup under 
addition. 
LEMMA 3.3. Let w(al , a,, a, ,...) be an element in the groupoid generated 
by the positive atoms a, , a2 , a, ,... under addition. If w contains mi occurrences 
of ai , i = 1,2, 3 ,... then w = vi miai . 
Proof. We note that the notation miai is unambiguous since each atom 
generates a semigroup. The proof is by induction on the length of w as a 
groupoid word in the ai . The statement is clearly true for w of length one. 
Let W(CI~ , CI~ , a, ,...) = ~(a, , a, , a, ,...) + q(a, , a2, a, ,... ). Hence w = 
Vipiai + Vi qjaj by our induction hypothesis. We will assume that in this 
expression for w, each join Vipiai , Vj qjaj contains terms p,a, , qktik 
respectively, for each atom ak which occurs in w, with Oa, defined to be 0. 
By distributivity of addition over join, 
w = V 
i( 
piai + y qjaj) = y I/ (Pi% + Qjaj) 
If i = i, then p,ai + qiai = (pi + qi) ai since ai generates a semigroup. 
If i f  j, then piai + qjaj = piai v qjai since piai A qjaj = 0. Hence, 
w = {Vi (Pi + qi) ail v xl v *2 v ... where each xi is either some piai or qiaj 
and hence less than or equal to Vi (pi + qi) ai . This completes the induction 
step and the lemma follows. 
LEMMA 3.4. L+ is a commutative semigroup. 
This follows immediately from the preceding lemma. 
LEMMA 3.5. L- is a commutative semigroup. 
LEMMA 3.6. Any element in L can be written as 
(m,a, -+ mp, + 0.m) + (n,Sl + n& + ..v). 
Proof. If x EL, then x = (x v 0) + (X A 0) by (ix) of Section 1. Since 
x v 0 EL+, x A 0 EL-, Lemma 3.6 follows from the sequence of preceding 
lemmas. 
* The left nucleus of a loop is the set of all elements x such that (x :- y) !- z = 
x + (y + z) for all y, z. See, for example, Bruck [3], p. 57 
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4. SPECIAL C&ES OF THE ~SOCIATIVE LAW 
We prove in this section the following: If x, y are positive or negative atoms 
and z is any element in L, then 
(x -t Y) 4 z = x -1 (y + z). 
LEMMA 4.1. I f  a, b are distinct positive atoms 
(a -i- 6) f  z = a + (b -k x), for all z. 
Proof. Since a # b, a f  z # b $- z. Xow (a + b) -b- x covers a + z 
and b -j- z. Similarly a + (b + a) covers a -+ z and b + x. Hence, 
(a f  b) A- z = (a + z) v  (b -k z) = a + (b -+ z). 
LEMMA 4.2. If a is a positive atom 
(a f a) -j- z = a -t (a f z), for all z. 
Proof. (a + a) f z covers a -!- .z and hence ((a -+ a) + z> - (a -I- z) 
covers 0. Hence, (a f a) + z = b -)- (a + z), where b is a politive atom. If 
afb,thenbyLemma4.1,b-t(afz)=(b-ta)+s.But(a$a)i-z~~= 
(b + a) -I- z, by cancellation, implies a = b, a contradiction. Hence a = b. 
LEMMA 4.3. If a is a positive atom, then 
(u -+ (5) + z = a + (ii + z), for all 2. 
Proof. a J- (a + a) covers a -+ z and is covered by a $ u”. Hence, 
ii<{a-k(ii+z)}--<a. 
By Lemma 2.4, {a -k (a + z)> = 0. H encea+(S-1-z) --z -=(a+%) kn. 
LEMMA 4.4. If  a, b are distinct positive atoms, then 
(a $- 6) + z = a + (b + z), for all z. 
Proof. First we note that a + (6 + .a) # x since a # band by Lemma 4.3, 
a -+-- (8 -;- z) =r z. Now a + (6 + a) covers 6 -k z and is covered by a + 2. 
Hence, 
6 < {a + (6 -:- z)} - z < a. 
Since {a j (6 -t z)> - z Z 0, by Lemma 2.4, 
(a + (6 + z)} - z = a + 6 or a + (6 T z) = (a -+ 6) -!- 2. 
\Ve state the remaining four cases as one lemma. The proofs are dual to those 
above. 
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LEMMA 4.5. If a, b are distinct positive atoms, then, for all x, 
(9 (if + 6) + x = a $ (6 + z) 
(ii) (H -;- a) + 2 = ii + (a + z) 
(iii) (ii + a) + z = H + (a + z) 
(iv> (6 + b) -7 z = z + (b + z). 
5. THE FULL ASWXATIVE LAW 
We define an element in L to be a Ieft swn of atoms of 1~~~~ n, if it can be 
written as x1 + jx, + [-.- (x,,-~ + x,)] es+) where each xi is a positive or 
negative atom. 
L~IMA 5.1, If x is an atom, y is any left sum of atoms, and z is any eleme?zt, 
then 
tx + Y) + 2 = x + (y -1- 2). 
Proof. The proof is by induction on the length of y. For length one, this 
has been proved in the preceding section. Assume that the statement is true 
for left sums of length n. That is, for any positive atom a, any Ieft sum y of 
length n and any z, 
(i) (a+y)+~==-l-(y-t4 and (G+~)$x=H+(~+z) 
Since a left sum of length n + 1 is of the form b + y or b + y where b is 
a positive atom and y is a left sum of length n, for the inductive step, we have 
to prove that (i) implies each of the following four equations 
(ii) [a $ (b -t y)] +- 22 = a -I- [(b + r) + 4 
(iii) [a + (6 + r>l 4 2 = a + K6 + Y) + 4 
(iv) [3 + (b + y)] 4 z = cf + UJ -I- Y) -I- 4 
(9 [a + (6 + y)] + z = a -I- [(6 + y) +- 21. 
Actually, we need to consider eight cases since each of (ii),..., (v) breaks up 
into the two subcases a # b and cf == b. We will prove each of the two cases 
for (ii), (iii) since the proofs for (iv), (v) are dual to the proofs we give. 
Case (ii) a $ 6. By our inductive hypothesis, (a -t y) + z = a + (y + z) 
and (h+y)+x=b+(y+z).Sincea+b,a(y++z)#b+(y+z). 
Now [a + (b -1 y)] + z covers (a + y) + z and (b + y) + z while 
a + [(b + y) + z] covers a -I- (y + z) and (b + y) + a. Hence, for a f b, 
each side of (ii) is the join of a + y + x and 6 + y (- 6. 
Care (ii) a = b. Since [a -/- (a + y)] + zs covers (a + y) -f- z, we have 
fa+(~t-y)l$z=bj[(a+y)+zl 
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for some positive atom b. Kow if b + a, by the preceding case, 
b + Ku -!- Y) j-x]-[b+(aj-y)]-I-z,hcncea$(a+y)=b+(u+y) 
and by cancellation u = b, a contradiction. 
Case (iii) a = b. We have [u + (ti f y)] -I- z = ([u -t 6) + y] f z = 
y f .a := (u + ii) + (y 7 z) = a + [a + (y + z)] = a -L [(a +y) + z] 
Case (iii) a # b. Since [u -:- (6 -1- y)] + z covers (6 i- y) f z = 
6 t (y + z), and is covered by (a I y) + z = a -j- (y -i- z), it follows that 
6 < {[u i- (b -i- JJ)] -1 .z) -- (y + Z) < U. 
Now {[a + (6 + y)] + z} - (y + z) # 0 since by the preceding part of 
Case (iii), ([a f (a + y)] -t- z} - (y -i- a) = 0, and a ~7’; 6. Hence, by 
Lemma 2.4, 
([u+(6+y)]$-z}-(y-~-z)=u.-6 
[a + (6 + Y)] + .a = (u + 6) + (y + z) 
ZZ a -k [b -t (Y + 41 
= u $- [(6 -1-y) + 21. 
An alternate proof of the second part of (iii) is obtained by noting that neither 
of the two sides of the equation is equal to y .-I- z and that both sides are 
covered by a + (y + z) and cover 6 + (y + z). Since L is distributive, this 
configuration cannot occur and so the elements corresponding to the two sides 
of the equation are equal. A similar direct use of the distributive law in L 
could have been used to prove Lemma 2.4. 
To complete the proof of the associative law we need to show that any 
element in L can be written as a left sum of atoms. 
LEMMA 5.2. Every element in L is a kft sum of atoms. 
Proof. Let x EL. By Lemma 3.6, we may write x as 
(wq + rnfla $ *a.) -k (n& f n& -k ...) 
where the ui are atoms. Since L- is associative, we can write nlir, + n& f  ... 
as a left sum. Since L+ is associative, we can write mlul + m2u2 + ... as 
a, + y where y is a left sum of atoms (and we assume m, # 0). By Lemma 5.1, 
x 1s a, -;- (y -!- a left sum of atoms). Repeating this procedure on y, we 
eventually obtain x as a left sum of atoms. 
THEOREM. A lattice ordered loop kth d.c.c. on its positive elements is a free 
ubeliun group. 
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Proof. By Lemma 5.1 and 5.2, we have 
(a + Y) + z = a -I- (y + 2) 
for a an atom and y, x any elements in the loop. Hence, every atom belongs 
to the left nucleus of the loop. But the atoms generate the whole loop. Hence, 
the left nucleus is the whole loop which is therefore associative. Kow by the 
well-known theorem concerning lattice ordered groups with d.c.c. (e.g. 
Birkhoff [2], Fuchs [5]), such a group is a restricted direct product of infinite 
cyclic groups with the lattice order induced by the linear order on each of the 
factors. This completes the proof of the theorem. 
COROLLARY. A lattice ordered quasigroup in which every bounded chain is 
finite is isotopic to a free abelian group. 
Proof. Let Q be such a quasigroup written additively and let f, g be 
elements in Q. We define a loop isotope L, of Q with addition @ by 
XG$Y =(x-&-(-f-1-Y)* 
Then f -I-. g is the neutral element of L. It is easily seen that the order in Q 
also makes L a lattice ordered loop and that the d.c.c. holds for its positive 
elements. Hence L is a free abelian group and the corollary follows. 
Remark. Since (i) a loop isotope of a 1.0. loop with d.c.c. on positive 
elements is again a 1.0. loop with d.c.c. on positive elements and (ii) a loop 
isotope of a group is isomorphic to the group, it would seem that once we have 
proved that L-i- is a commutative semigroup in Lemma 3.4, an appropriate 
isotopy would allow us to deduce associativity for any three elements in L, 
yielding a considerable simplification of the proof of the main theorem. 
However, the author has not been able to obtain a proof along these lines. 
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